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ON DENSE SUBSETS OF THE MEASURE ALGEBRA

J. CICHOÑ, A. KAMBURELIS AND J. PAWLIKOWSKI

Abstract. We show that the minimal cardinality of a dense subset of the measure

algebra is the same as the minimal cardinality of a base of the ideal of Lebesgue

measure zero subsets of the real line.

0. Introduction. Let (F, <) be a given partial ordering. A subset D ç P is called

dense if for any p g F there exists d g D such that d < p. A subset D is called

upward dense if D is dense in (F, > ). Let A(F, < ) denote the minimal cardinality of

a dense subset of ( F, < ).

Recall that with any boolean algebra fé'we can associate a natural partial ordering

< v. Let 0 and 1 denote the minimal and the maximal elements in this ordering. A

dense or upward dense subset of ^ is a subset of <$\ (0,1} which is dense or

upward dense with respect to < v. Note that

A(»\{0,1},<,)-A(*\{0,1},,>).

We call this cardinal number AC^).

Let J be an ideal of subsets of a set X. A base of ./is an upward dense subset of

(•/, ÇZ). Let A(./) = A(./, 2). ./is a a-ideal if for any countable sic J we have

U J^g J. Let Jc denote the dual filter {X \ A: A <aJ).

In this paper 3$ denotes the a-field of Borel subsets of the Cantor set "2

(w denotes the set of natural numbers and 2 denotes the set {0,1}). Let JTdenote the

ideal of subsets of "2 of first Baire category. The canonical product measure on "2 is

called the Lebesgue measure on "2. Let i? denote the ideal of subsets of "2 of

Lebesgue measure zero. Note that both ideals JTand »S?have Borel bases (i.e. bases

contained in SS). If ./is an ideal on "2 then JO Sä is an ideal in the a-field 38. We

denote the quotient boolean algebra 38/(JO 38) by 31/J.

A boolean algebra is a-saturated if there is no uncountable family of pairwise

disjoint elements of this algebra. Recall that the algebras 88/X and 88/¡P are

a-saturated. Suppose that #is a boolean algebra and aei'. Then by <€a we denote

the boolean algebra with the universe {b g <$; b <^a} endowed with the opera-

tions canonically defined from the operations in <€.

1. The main result. We show a method of constructing a dense subset of the

boolean algebra á?/./from a base of ./for some class of ideals on "2.
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Theorem 1.1. Suppose J is a a-ideal on "2 with a Borel base and 38/J is a-saturated.

Then l\(88/J) < L(J) ■ N0.

Proof. For zz g to let I„ = (/gw2: f(n) = 0}. The family {7„: zz g w} a-gener-

ates 38 and has the following independence property: for any a-complete Boolean

algebra 'if and a function/: [In: n g co} —> %!, there exists a a-complete homomor-

phism h: 38 -> "^ which extends/(see [3, Theorem 31.6]).

For any A g 38, we fix an ordinal a(A) < to, and a sequence [BA: £ < a(A)}

such that BA(A) = A, and for every £ «s a(A) we have B£ =a2\ 5^ for some rj < ¿,

or F^ = U{ F^4: r/ g A") for some I ç ¿, or Bf = In for some zz g u.

Lemma 1.2. Suppose^ is a a-ideal on "2 with a Borel base and 38/ß'is a-saturated.

Then there exists a G 88/f\ {0} such that b.((88/f)a) < A(f) • S0.

Proof. Let si c 88 O,/be a base of,/of minimal cardinality. Let #0 be the

subalgebra of 38 generated by {F/: A g si A | < a(^)} U ( Jn: «ew}. Then \%\

<A(^)-«0.

Let "^be the complete boolean algebra for which ^0///is a dense subalgebra and

let it: cëQ -» fé'be the canonical embedding, i.e. 7r(C) = [C]y. Let %: 88 ̂ > <£be the

a-homomorphism extending izf (7n: zz g w). For A g j/ and | < a(^), one can

prove by induction on ¿ that -ïï(B^) = -n(B^). It follows that, for every C G #0, we

have *(C) = t(C), i.e., # extends tt.

Let m: 88/£^> <€be the a-homomorphism defined by <p([F]y) = 77(F) for B ^ 38.

The definition is correct because ,/ç ker#. Let S' <z 88 \J^be a maximale-disjoint

family such that {[E]y. E G <f} ç kerrp (^-disjoint means that EOF G^for any

different elements of S). Then S is countable, so [Ue?]^ g kertp. Let ¿z = ["2 \ OS\^.

Then a + 0 and the algebras (88/Jr)/ker<p and (38/r/)a are isomorphic. Since

<p(88/fí) = <€, the algebras (38/^)a and "^are isomorphic. ^has a dense subset, the

cardinality of which is à(</) • S0, so (38/^)a does also. Hence, the lemma is

proved.

Now suppose ./satisfies the assumptions of the theorem. Then let

s/= {a g^//\{0}: b.(f38/J)a) < A(^) -S0).

We show that j/is dense in 38/J. Suppose [F^g 88/Jx {0} and let^be the ideal

generated by J and "2 \ F. Then 88/f is a-saturated and A(,/) < A(./). By the

lemma there exists a' g 38/fx {0} such that L((88/f)a) < A(,/) • N0 < A(./) •

N0. Then there exists a Borel set ^4 ç F such that a' = [^]y. Let a = [A]^. Then

the algebras (38//)a, and (88/J:)a are isomorphic and a < [F]^. Hence, j^is dense

in 38/J.

Now let si* be a maximal subfamily of si consisting of pairwise disjoint elements.

Then \si*\ < N0. For each a es/* let ^a be a dense subset of (88/S)a, the

cardinality of which is at most A(./) • N0. Then U{^a: a g j/*} is a dense subset of

88/Swith cardinality at most A(./) • S0. Hence the theorem is proved.

2. Steinhaus property of ideals. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that A(38/SC) < A(^?).

We show that the reverse inequality is also true.
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Let G be a group, a g Gandul, F ç G. We define ,4 * = {x'1: x g A), A ■ B =

{x ■ y: x e. A A y g F} and ,4 • a = {jc • a: x g /!}.

Definition 2.1. Let G be a group and ¥> a a-complete field of subsets of G. A

a-complete ideal J on G satisfies the "^-Steinhaus property if there exist a base of J

contained in fé'and a countable set W ç G such that

(i) Q4A g Jt)(\/q g W)(A -qeS),
(iï)(VA,B g <$xJ)((B~l ■ A)0 W * 0).

Two well-known ideals on "2 which satisfy the ^-Steinhaus proeprty are Sf and Jf

(see [2, Theorem 4.8]). We give some other examples. Suppose J and faxe ideals on

"2. Then

Jxf= {Xçz"2 X"2: {x: {y: (x, y) e X) <£/} g ./}.

Let á?2 denote the a-field of Borel subsets on "2 X "2. Then we define

J®/= {^c"2 X"2: (37 G ^2 n(jf X/)) (Iç 7)}.

It is easy to show that the ideals^® Jfand JT® ^satisfy the â?2-Steinhaus property.

The next lemma clarifies condition (ii) of Definition 2.1.

Lemma 2.2. Let G be a group and ^a a-field of subsets of G. Let J be an ideal with a

base contained in <€. Suppose W is a countable subset of G such that (V^4 g ^f)(\/q G

W)(A ■ q G ./). Then the following sentences are equivalent:

(i)(VA,B G <«f\ J)((B~l • A)OW± 0),

(ii) (V^ g <g\J\A ■ W^1 &JC),

(Öi)iyA G ^XJC)(C]{A ■ q~l:q& W}eJ).

Proof, (ii) » (in) is obvious, (i) => (ii). Suppose A g <^\ J and A ■ W~l <£ Jc.

Then there exists B g <g\ J such that (A ■ W~l) OB = 0. But then (B~l ■ A) O

W= 0.

(ii) => (i). Suppose A, B g WxJ. Then by (ii) we have (.4 • W~l) g j^c; hence,

(/I • W~l)OB * 0,so(B~1 ■ A)0 W * 0.

The following lemma is an application of the Steinhaus property.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose # is a a-field on a group G. If the ideal J on G satisfies the

^-Steinhausproperty, then A(./) < A(#\ J).

Proof. Let si be a dense subset of (#\./c, 2), the cardinality of which is

L(<€xJc, z>). Let Wbe a countable subset of G given by the Steinhaus property.

Lets/* = {(\{A ■ q~x: q G W}\ A &s/}. Then \s/*\ < \s/\ ands/* ç J. We show

that s/* is a base of J. Let 5e/. Then F ■ H7 g ./. Hence, there exists A g j^such

that B ■ W ç A. Then F ç {\{A ■ q~l: q G W). Hence, the lemma is proved.

The next lemma gives us a lower estimation of A(88/SC).

Lemma 2.4. A(38 \ S£, c) < ä(38/&).

Proof. Let j^be a dense subset of 88/S£\ (0) with cardinality A(88/SC). We may

assume s/= {[A]: A ej/*} and, for each A &s/* and every open set U, if

A O U # 0, then A O U £S?.We show that j/* is dense in ( 88 \ ^?, ç ). Suppose

F g ^ \ se. Let C ç F be a closed set such that C&Se. Then there exists^Ei*

such that [/I] < [C]. But "2 \ C is an open set, hence A ç C.
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Note that A(38 \./, c) = A(38 \ Jc, 2). Hence from Theorem 1.1 and Lemmas

2.3 and 2.4 we obtain

Theorem 2.5. A(38/Sf) = A(Se).

3. Generalizations and comments. (1) We show that in the formulation of Theorem

1.1 the assumption of the existence of a Borel base is essential.

Theorem 3.1. If the theory ZFC is consistent, then the theory ZFC + 2N° = S2

+ "there exists a a-ideal J on "2 such that 38/Jis a-saturated, A(88/J;) = S2 and

A(J) = Sx" is consistent.

Proof. Let us add to a model of ZFC + 2K° = K^, by means of a generic

extension, a sequence {ra: a < w2} of independent random reals. Let X = {ra: a <

ax}. Then for every set.4 g Sf, we have \A O X\ < N0.

Let,/= {A Qa2: \A O X\ < N0}. Then A(/) = Ytv Let^be a maximal family

of pairwise disjoint sets from 88 \ if such that for every A g j/we have | X O A\ < S 0.

We put B = "2 \ Usiand b = [B]¿?. It is easy to see that for every Borel set C ç F

we have (C G SC iff C g/). From this we conclude that 88//= (88/SC)b; hence

A(88/f) = L((88/Se)b) = A(38/Sf) = A(SC).

In our model, "2 is not a union of less than N2 sets from if. This fact implies that

A(S?)= 82.

(2) Let us consider "2 for a given infinite cardinal number k. Let 38K be the

a-algebra generated by {/£: £ < k), where l( = {/ g"2: /(£) = 0}. A slight modifi-

cation of the proof of Theorem 1.1 gives us the following result.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose J' is a a-ideal on "2 with a base contained in 38K such that

SSJJis a-saturated. Then A(88JJ) < A(J) ■ S0.

Let us consider the product measure on "2 arising from the measure on {0,1}

which gives values 0.5 to 0 and 1. Let SCK be the ideal of zero measure subsets of K2.

Let e¿ g "2 be a function defined by et(£) = 1 and e^rj) = 0 for tj ¥= £. For F g 38k

we define supp(F) ={£G«:F + e£#F} (we treat "2 here as a product of k copies

of the cyclic group {0,1}).

Note that for any F g 38k we have |supp(F)| < X0. For any finite function a, the

domain of which is contained in zc and range in {0,1}, let (a) = {/gk2: a ç /}.

Now suppose A g á?K. We define A* = A \ U{(a) : (a) n ^4 g ifK a domain of a

is contained in supp(,4)}.

Note that for every A g 38k we have [^4]^ = [^4*]^, and for every open set U, if

A O U # 0, theniní/íi^.

We can now imitate the proof of Lemma 2.2 to obtain the following inequality.

Lemma 3.3. A(88K \ SCK, ç) < A(88JSeK).

Suppose A g 38K \ i?Ke. Then the set D{ A + f: f g "2 A /" X({1}) is a finite subset

of supp(^)} belongs to SfK. This observation allows us to generalize the proof of

Lemma 2.3:
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Lemma 3.4. A(SeK) < A(88K \ S?K).

From the above lemmas and theorem we obtain the following equality.

Corollary 3.5. For any infinite cardinal number k, A(SfK) = A(38K/SfK).

(3) A precise estimation of A(Sf) is impossible. Clearly Sj < A(Sf) < 2*°. Since

the additivity of Lebesgue measure is less than or equal to A(Sf), Martin's Axiom

implies that A(Sf) = 2*°. The theory ZFC + 2N° + S2 + A(Sf) = Sj is also (rela-

tively) consistent (see [1]).
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